VIP Workshop of

Chen Xiaowang Taiji Quan Grand Master
19th generation Chen family Master
Standard-bearer of Chen family Taiji Quan
Head of the Chen family school of Taiji Quan
Grand Master Chen Xiaowang will hold a VIP workshop in Hungary

14th – 16th June 2013.
Location: Bükkvölgy Major (next to Kisterenye) –
100km north of Budapest (Hungary)
We happily inform every practitioner that Chen Xiaowang Taiji Quan
Grand Master accepted our invitation and will visit Hungary this year to
hold a three-day-long international VIP workshop at the retreat center of
the Perfect Reality Hungarian Taoist Association.
The special workshop focusing on the internal practices of Taiji, contains 5x3 hours training, accommodation in rooms
with 2-4 beds, 3 meals per day and tea tasting during break times. Moreover it is possible to take private lessons for
additional fee. We organize private bus transfer (approx. 10 EUR plus) from Budapest to the retreat center if needed,
otherwise participants shall organize for themselves.
During the VIP workshop you will have the chance to ask personal questions and pay for private lessons, therefore
there are limited places (max. 50-55 persons).
Please indicate your participative intention as soon as possible!
You can apply for the workshop by paying the deposit or the whole fee for the program. In case you pay the whole
amount, we can give 30 EUR discount from the overall fee of the workshop.
Deposit: 100 EUR/person
The fee of the workshop: 390 EUR/person
The fee in case of paying in advance: 360 EUR/person
Note: The prices above don’t include the cost of your travel.
To participate in the workshop, it would be required to register beforehand, at the provided contacts. Only practitioners
that have paid the participation fee will be allowed to the event, no spectators. No matter the number of attendances,
the full participation fee must be paid. Sporting attire is necessary for practice.
Deadline of application: 20th April 2013.
You can register at the following e-mail address: gmchenseminar@gmail.com
For further information, please call Mária Wágner at +36 70 232 1740.
Please send the deposit or the whole fee for the workshop to the following bank account number according to the relevant exchange rate:
Name of the account holder: Teljes Valóság Magyar Taoista Közösség (Perfect Reality Hungarian Taoist Association)
IBAN: HU90 10102086-41253100-00000002
Bank: Budapest Bank Zrt.
Cím: 1138 Budapest, Váci út 193., Hungary
Bank SWIFT: BUDAHUHB
Currency: HUF
The detailed program of the workshop is sent to participants till 30th of April 2013.
About Grand Master Chen Xiaowang you can find some links below:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZf4taeqht0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-BwNMXi2ys

